
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tocco Toscano collaborates with The Art Faculty to launch an 
exclusive series to raise awareness for children on the autism 
spectrum 
 
Singapore, April 2021 - Following successful collaborations with fashion entrepreneur 
Arissa Cheo and microblogging platform DAYRE, homegrown brand Tocco Toscano 
continues to seek and expand their partnerships, this time working with The Art Faculty 
(TAF) to launch the first collection from the newly minted TAF Edition series. 
 
CELEBRATING ABILITIES 
A campaign, which aims to celebrate the abilities and talents of people on the autism 
spectrum, the TAF edition will feature selected artists from The Art Faculty whose works will 
be printed on some of Tocco Toscano’s bestsellers or new products. Discover more about 
the artists and their creations at www.theartfaculty.sg. For every sale of product, the 

http://www.theartfaculty.sg/


 
selected artists will earn royalties, thereby linking the value of work to financial 
independence. 
 
“It brings us great pride to be able to work with The Art Faculty on the TAF Edition. This has  
been a real treat for us as we have been exposed to so much talent from the artists at The 
Art Faculty,” said Joseph Lor, CEO of Tocco Toscano. 
 
LAUNCHES ON WORLD AUTISM AWARENESS DAY 
In conjunction with World Autism Awareness Day on April 2, Tocco Toscano and The Art 
Faculty will release their very first TAF Edition with a motif by 14 year old artist Asher Won, 
titled “Bananas.” The collection will be available for sale via the Tocco Toscano official 
website. 
 
Mr Lor shared, “It was hard to choose just one motif from so many, but this is the first of 
many to come. We are happy to be able to share these great works and celebrate the 
artistic abilities of these differently-abled artists represented by The Art Faculty. Asher’s 
illustrations of bananas were impressive and a pleasing complement to our products.” 
 
Asher, aged 14, a student in Pathlight School, an autism-focused school, enjoys drawing 
cartoons, animals and cute sea creatures. His doodles are often very humorous. Drawing 
with strong lines and solid fills, his work is graphical and bold. Inspired by the colours of 
fruit, bananas were Asher’s choice for the colour yellow, which coincidentally, was 
announced as Pantone’s colour of the year. 
 
”It is such an honour and an exciting opportunity to be able to collaborate with a 
well-established brand like Toscano. Their attention to each product detail reflects the 
same love for details demonstrated by our artists in their artwork. There couldn’t be a 
more wonderful way to commemorate World Autism Awareness Day than to shine a 
spotlight on their special talents,” said Ms Jacelyn Lim, Executive Director of Autism 
Resource Centre (S). 
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FEATURED PRODUCTS 
 
The first TAF Edition series will feature “Bananas” by Asher Won on six of Tocco Toscano’s 
most popular products— a Wristlet Clutch, Phone Bag, Long Wallet, Bifold Wallet, as well as 
the newly released AirPods and AirPods Pro Case. This TAF Edition will also feature coasters 
as part of the collections. Customers can purchase exclusive bundles, which will include all 
the listed products with either the AirPods or AirPods Pro case. 
 
A product sheet containing more information can be viewed via this link. For high 
resolution images of all the products, please click here. 
 
 
About Tocco Toscano 
 
Tocco Toscano, meaning "Touch of Tuscany", originated in Florence, Tuscany. The spirit of 
Tuscany is centred on the pursuit of beauty and infusion of art into the aspects of everyday 
life. Providing functional fashion with the luxury of choice, we offer a wide range of product 
types and styles that complement all aspects of the modern individual’s lifestyle. Today, 
Tocco Toscano is present in several countries. With a strong flair for design and an 
accumulation of 30 years of manufacturing expertise, the father and son team of James & 
Joseph Lor helms the brand. 
 
About The Art Faculty 
 
A social enterprise by Autism Resource Centre (Singapore), The Art Faculty celebrates 
abilities of people on the autism spectrum. Our artists earn income when you shop. 
Discover quality and functional gifts with art and designs by our talented artists. The Art 
Faculty also employs an inclusive workforce at our outlets and online shop: 
https://www.theartfaculty.sg/  
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About Asher Won 
 
Asher, aged 14, is a Primary 6 student at Pathlight School, Singapore’s first autism-focused 
school that offers a blended curriculum comprising mainstream academics and life 
readiness skills. He draws cartoons, animals and cute sea creatures. His doodles are often 
very humourous. Drawing with strong lines and solid fills, his work is graphical and bold. 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Joseph Lor - joseph.lor@toscano-intl.com 
Chief Executive Officer 
Ryan Choy - ryan.choy@toscano-intl.com 
Head of Brand and Marketing 
 
Regina Giam - regina.giam@pathlight.org.sg 
Corporate Affairs Manager, Autism Resource Centre (S) 
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